As largely shown by past research, healthy individuals tend to weigh in more the left than the right side of visual space in a variety of contexts, ranging from pseudoneglect (for a review, see [@B62]) to perceptual and attentional asymmetries for faces (e.g., [@B19]; [@B58]). Among the common explanations provided for the existence of such attentional and perceptual advantages of the left visual field, including hemispheric asymmetries for processing faces ([@B9]; [@B63]; [@B140]; [@B99]), spatial information ([@B88]; [@B26]), and social information ([@B16]), a possible functional link between leftward biases and the prevalence of right-handedness in human population has never been proposed, beyond a bulk of correlational studies. In fact, while it is controversial whether the right-hemispheric specialization for face processing drives the leftward bias for faces or vice versa ([@B34]), no one has attempted to relate such a bias to the potential advantage of better monitoring others' dominant hand. In fact, it should be noted that the region of a person's right hand and limb, with respect to an observer facing that person (assuming a face-to-face interaction), falls in the observer's left field of view, so that any leftward bias would drive the focus of attention on the most active side of others' body.

In other words, it could be not by chance that the location in space of others' right hand, from the point of view of the observer, coincides with the well-known leftward bias of spatial attention, usually indicated as pseudoneglect ([@B14]; [@B62]). This is a natural property of attention whereby the left side of visual space is more relevant than the right side, as witnessed by the more frequent leftward errors made in bisection tasks (e.g., dividing a line or a rod into two halves), or by the fact that judgments on brightness, numerosity, and size are similarly skewed in favor of the left hemispace. A similar advantage for the left side is also observed in face perception, consisting in a preferential reliance upon the features on the left side of an observed face, when one has to make judgments about gender, attractiveness, age, and emotional expression conveyed by that face ([@B19]). This is also reflected in the higher frequency of eye movements directed to the left side of the face ([@B20]). Given their biological relevance and their indivisibility from body -- and thus from arms -- in ecological settings, faces offer the best subject of inquiry to test our hypothesis.

WHICH ARE THE POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF LEFTWARD ASYMMETRIES?
===========================================================

We believe that a bias of spatial attention toward the region most likely coincident with others' right hand might have a deeply rooted justification in the communicative advantage conferred by attending to the limb most frequently used in gesturing, above all by right-handers and during speech ([@B66],[@B67]; [@B29]; [@B71]; [@B111]). Furthermore, the left-sided attentional bias might ensure a more efficient monitoring of aggressive behavior, the right limb being more used than the left also in violent actions ([@B27]). The other side of the coin is that a reduced monitoring of the right side of space -- the space in which falls the dominant hand of encountered left-handed individuals -- could contribute to the "surprise effect" at the basis of the left-handers' advantage in fighting and sports ([@B102]).

Clearly, this line of argument holds for right-handed subjects in the role of observers, and to some extent one would predict that it should also hold for left-handed observers, at least on the basis of visual experience. For example, [@B47] found that the directions of tennis strokes performed with the right hand were easier to predict compared to those performed with the left hand, regardless of observers' handedness. Similarly, Marzoli et al. (in preparation) observed that, when required to report the perceived orientation (front or back view) of pictures of ambiguous human silhouettes performing one-handed manual actions, both right- and left-handers perceived the figure more frequently in an orientation congruent with a movement performed with the right rather than the left hand. However, one should not forget the possible contribution of motor representations in shaping attentional biases. In fact, the left hemispatial bias for face processing usually observed in right-handers is absent ([@B61]; [@B51]; [@B108]; [@B57]) or weaker ([@B79]) in left-handers. Moreover, left-handers turn out to be less affected by a leftward pseudoneglect ([@B17]; see also the meta-analysis by [@B62]). In support of a role of hand-related motor representations, attention has been reported to be biased toward the right and left side of observed bodies, regardless of their spatial orientation, respectively, in right- and left-handers ([@B40]; see also [@B141]). Analogous effects of handedness have been reported by our own group for the imagination of others' actions ([@B82],[@B83], in preparation). Noteworthy, these results seem to be in line with our proposal of a link between well-known attentional and perceptual leftward biases and an attentional bias toward the right side of others' body, such biases being affected in similar ways by handedness. However, we point out that viewing perspective seems to interact with motor experience as regards attentional asymmetries toward others' body, yielding a specific pattern of results ([@B82]): when an actor is imagined as seen from the front, right-handers' attention is biased toward their own dominant hand (that is, toward the left from their own point of view), whereas left-handers' attention is biased toward their own non-dominant hand (that is, toward the left from their own point of view) or not biased at all; when an actor is imagined as seen from the back, both right-handers' and left-handers' attention is biased toward their own dominant hand (that is, toward the left from left-handers' point of view and toward the right from right-handers' point of view). Likewise, handedness does not affect perceptual and attentional asymmetries in the same direction in all tasks: form recognition and dot localization do not elicit any visual field difference between right- and left-handers, whereas letter recognition is performed better in the right visual field by right-handers, but not by left-handers ([@B18]).

DEVELOPMENTAL TREND IN THE LEFT FACE BIAS: IS THERE A ROLE FOR EXPERIENCE?
==========================================================================

In our opinion, the role of experience in the establishment of perceptual asymmetries in face processing deserves in-depth investigation. For example, the direction of reading and writing systems that characterize the various human cultures (left-to-right or right-to-left) has been called into cause as a possible factor modulating the leftward lateral bias for face exploration and attention ([@B124]; [@B110]; [@B50]; [@B85]). Therefore, we want to highlight how, although attentional and perceptual asymmetries could be linked to right-handedness at the level of phylogeny -- because of the evolutionarily adaptive advantage of directing attention toward the region of visual space where others' dominant hand usually operates -- it is also legitimate to question whether, at the ontogenetic level, frequent exposure to right-handed individuals may foster leftward biases.

In this regard, it should be stressed that, whereas the leftward bias in face perception is usually observed in children of about 5 years (e.g., [@B108]; [@B74]; [@B70]; [@B38]; [@B135]; [@B1]; [@B120]), it is often reported to increase with age and reach an adult-like level by the age of about 10 years ([@B23]; [@B135]; [@B2]; [@B5]; [@B120]; [@B129]; for a review, see [@B130]). However, the use of different methods seems to provide data in favor of both earlier (e.g., eye tracking; [@B132]; [@B77]; [@B34]) and later (e.g., moving window technique; [@B10]) emergence of an appreciable leftward bias in face processing. Similarly, a developmental trend has been shown in studies on the right-hemispheric advantage for face processing ([@B106]), although it is not always observed, maybe because of procedural differences ([@B138]; [@B137]). Further support to our proposal can be drawn from studies showing that a general leftward bias for both upright and inverted human faces, monkey faces, and objects in infancy becomes a specific leftward bias for upright human faces in adulthood ([@B46]), and that the increase in leftward bias is specific for human faces, which suggests its experience-dependent nature ([@B5]). A leftward bias for attending human faces was also reported for laboratory-raised rhesus monkeys and domestic dogs ([@B46]; see [@B28] for congruent findings in chimpanzees). Interestingly, the bias was absent for monkey and dog faces in dogs, and we believe that the prolonged experience with right-handed humans could be a more plausible account for such a specificity compared to other interpretations (e.g., a right-hemispheric specialization for human but not dog faces in both humans and dogs). Although rhesus monkeys showed a leftward bias for both human and monkey faces, given that they were presented only with human and monkey faces but not with dog faces, it cannot be resolved whether such a result was due to their difficulty in differentiating between the two species, to their experience with right-handed monkeys and humans, or to a non-species-specific bias. However, there is some evidence of right-handedness at least in captive rhesus monkeys ([@B131]), as well as in other primates such as chimpanzees, gorillas, and baboons (see [@B56]; [@B24]; [@B86] for reviews). We point out that population-level right-handedness is observed more often in captive rather than wild primates, as well as for communicative gestures rather than non-communicative actions, which has been credited to interaction with humans ([@B24]; [@B86]). This could suggest a crucial role for social factors also in the emergence of the left face/left visual field bias observed during emotional processing in nonhuman primates (see [@B76] for a review). On the other hand, findings from animal studies should be considered with caution as regards the origin of the leftward bias for faces, given that several results are inconsistent with a crucial role of interaction with humans even in domestic animals. For example, [@B100] used emotional faces of both dogs and humans and found a more complex pattern of results compared to those of [@B46], dogs showing a left gaze bias for conspecific negative expressions, a right gaze bias for conspecific positive expressions and no bias for conspecific neutral expression, as well as a left gaze bias for human negative and neutral expressions and no bias for human positive expressions. Moreover, sheep exhibit a left visual field advantage for conspecific ([@B96]) but not for human faces ([@B97]). Domestic chicks with no visual experience of human eyes and gaze also show a left visual field preference for monitoring a human-like dummy mask ([@B107]), which shows that even the emergence of leftward biases for human faces can be completely independent from interaction with humans.

The idea that the frequent interaction with right-handed individuals might promote leftward biases is consistent not only with both the experience-expectant and the experience-dependent view of brain development ([@B45]), but also with previous studies showing that experience can affect the lateralization of face processing (e.g., infant holding biases; [@B127]; reading habits; [@B124]; [@B110]; [@B50]; [@B85]). However, the fact that eye tracking studies reveal that a left visual field bias during face observation emerges within 9--11 months ([@B132]; [@B77]; [@B34]) and the fact that the leftward bias becomes more specific for upright human faces with increasing age ([@B46]) indicate that reading habits cannot account for the emergence of the bias. On the other hand, the cumulative experience with right-handed individuals might be responsible for the leftward bias increasing and becoming more selective with age. Moreover, given that the number of interactions with partners other than the primary caregiver increases with time, it should be investigated whether children of left-handed mothers show a shift from a rightward bias to a leftward one over time (in this regard, see [@B132], who observed that in children aged 3--6 months with a rightward bias, this decreased with age).

The developmental trend in right-hemispheric specialization for faces has been credited to a parallel increase in right-hemispheric specialization for configural processing ([@B2]). However, if the leftward bias for face processing is linked to configural processing, it should be noted that body configural information might include the knowledge (in terms of both first-order relational information and structural information; [@B105]) that the dominant hand of humans is usually placed on their right side, which could explain why face inversion, which disrupts configural processing ([@B84]), also disrupts the leftward bias/right-hemispheric dominance in face processing ([@B35]; [@B72]; [@B78]; [@B25]; [@B2]; [@B12]). The link between the leftward bias/right-hemispheric dominance and configural processing of faces is further corroborated by their similar developmental trends, configural processing and face-inversion effects also reaching adult-like levels by the age of 10 years ([@B21]; [@B31]; [@B92]), as well as by the finding that face-inversion effects appear to be stronger in the left rather than the right visual field ([@B72]). In this regard, it is noteworthy that individuals with autism, who exhibit impaired configural processing ([@B8]), are less affected by both the face inversion effect ([@B54]; [@B119]) and the leftward bias for face processing ([@B33]; [@B120]; see also [@B34]).

Another factor reported to affect the leftward bias for faces is maternal preferred cradling side: adults whose mother had an atypical right-side preference for holding infants show a reduced left-bias for chimeric faces compared to adults whose mother had the typical left-side preference ([@B127]). Interestingly, the maternal cradling side is also related to children's handedness, right-cradled infants having slightly higher odds of being left-handed at 19 months of age ([@B114]). Given that children seem to imitate handedness preferences of adults ([@B48]; [@B49]; [@B89]; [@B37]), imitation could also account for the greater incidence of left-handedness among right-cradled children, both because left-handed mothers are more likely to cradle on the right side ([@B114]) and because holding the infant on one side should free the opposite hand for other tasks ([@B59]; see [@B55] for similar associations between cradling side and hand preferences of both mother and infant in nonhuman primates). However, a reduced attentional bias toward the right arm might also explain the smaller leftward bias for faces observed in left-handers and in right-cradled individuals. This hypothesis deserves particular attention, above all in the light of the fact that individuals with autism, who show deficits in action imitation (see [@B134] for a review), also exhibit a reduced leftward bias for face processing ([@B33]; [@B120]; see also [@B34]) and a higher proportion of non-right-handedness (e.g., [@B36]), which seems not to be accounted for by parental handedness ([@B123]).

SPECIFITY vs. GENERALIZABILITY OF LEFTWARD BIASES
=================================================

Some evidence indicates that adult humans exhibit a leftward bias for upright human faces, but not for several other classes of stimuli such as vases, landscapes, and fractals ([@B87]; [@B73]). [@B73] proposed that the leftward bias might be specific to socially relevant stimuli, and this could be in line with studies suggesting that the more the emotional load of the stimuli or tasks, the greater the leftward bias for faces ([@B41]; [@B25]; [@B121]). In line with this proposal, centrally presented gaze cues (i.e., social stimuli) facilitate the detection of spatially congruent targets presented in the left visual field (that is, the region of the observed person's right hand during a face-to-face interaction) but not in the right visual field, whereas arrow cues (i.e., non-social stimuli) are effective for targets presented in both visual fields ([@B80]; see also [@B44]).

The role of social relevance in the emergence of attentional asymmetries in favor of the left visual field is corroborated by a series of studies by [@B90], [@B91] showing that threatening faces induced a greater attentional capture compared to happy and neutral faces when the faces were subliminally presented in the left but not in the right visual field, and that this effect was particularly apparent for more anxious individuals. A study by [@B39] found a similar pattern of results, extending the leftward bias for threatening stimuli to a different population (children aged 7--9 years) and different stimuli (animals). Therefore, although the leftward bias/right hemispheric advantage could be more evident for faces, it is not exclusive of this class of stimuli, as also shown by studies generalizing the left visual field bias to photographs of houses and cars ([@B75]) and line drawings of common objects ([@B65]). Nonetheless, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that more general attentional and perceptual asymmetries may arise from an initial leftward bias for faces and/or bodies. Specifically, given that human bodies and faces are the most ecologically relevant and likely the most recurrent stimuli people deal with in everyday life, the asymmetrical processing they elicit could generalize to some extent to other domains. This view would be consistent with the observation that handedness and sex seem to affect the left side bias for faces and other leftward asymmetries in similar ways: according to a meta-analysis of line bisection studies conducted by [@B62], in fact, males show a slightly larger pseudoneglect compared to females and right-handers show a slightly larger pseudoneglect compared to left-handers. Interestingly, this latter finding cannot be attributed to the mere use of the left hand, because the authors also mentioned a relative bias in the direction of the hand used to perform bisection, which is consistent with the activation-orientation theory of [@B68]. On the contrary, the modulation of pseudoneglect by handedness could match the way in which one's own motor representations seem to affect attentional asymmetries toward humans bodies observed from the front (e.g., [@B40]; [@B82]). Finally, the fact that pseudoneglect shows a developmental trend similar to that of the leftward bias for faces also suggests their related origin ([@B15]; [@B30]; [@B38]). However, it should be noted that a left-sided visuospatial bias has also been found in birds ([@B32]), and embryonic light stimulation has been invoked for its emergence ([@B22]), which suggests that pseudoneglect could arise from causes other than the social ones.

EMOTIONAL ASYMMETRIES
=====================

On the basis of the literature reviewed in the previous section, social stimuli, and emotional stimuli in particular, are more likely to induce attentional and perceptual asymmetries compared to non social stimuli. In this section, we attempt to conciliate the larger asymmetries observed for emotional stimuli with our main hypothesis. As recently stressed by [@B130], future research should address the advantages of lateralization for emotion processing, as well as related gender differences. In this regard, a positive correlation has been observed between children's left hemispatial advantage for emotion perception and their ability to understand emotional states in cartoon situations and in eyes ([@B135]), as well as in faces, although this was shown only in male children ([@B129]). However, a recent study extended the positive correlation between left-lateralized processing and performance to the discrimination of both human and chimpanzee faces in both species ([@B28]). These studies suggest a link between the lateralization of emotional processing and the understanding of others' emotional/cognitive states, which is bolstered by their similar time course, theory of mind emerging by the age of 4 years and improving during childhood ([@B6]). Moreover, the leftward bias for faces approaches adult-like levels by the age of 10 years ([@B23]; [@B135]; [@B2]; [@B120]), just before children start to exhibit a preference for the left eye (from the observer's viewpoint) during face scanning ([@B10]) and a patent improvement in their ability to interpret emotion from eyes ([@B122]).

Therefore, one could wonder whether the advantage of the right-hemispheric specialization for emotion processing might lie in monitoring other's emotional states and their subsequent actions within the same hemisphere, and whether leftward biases could be strengthened by the fact that interaction partners' facial expressions and eye movements are constantly associated with their right-handed actions. This hypothesis deserves particular consideration, given that the leftward bias for emotion processing could appear counterintuitive, emotions being expressed more intensely on the left side of the face, which falls in the right visual field of the observer in a face-to-face interaction ([@B109]). On the other hand, there is some evidence that anger might be expressed more intensely on the right side of the face ([@B60]) and that the leftward bias might be larger for anti-social emotions (and in particular for anger) than for pro-social emotions ([@B136]). Thus, the leftward bias appears to be less counterintuitive if one assumes that both bearing a particular sensitivity to the hemiface expressing more intense threat-related facial displays and directing attention toward the region containing the right arm of an angry individual could provide important ecological advantages. This could be particularly true during interactions among males, and we would like to point out that the leftward bias has been reported to be stronger in males than in females ([@B11]; see also [@B42]). Moreover, in males the leftward bias reaches its highest degree when they observe male faces expressing anger rather than male faces expressing the other five basic emotions or female faces expressing all basic emotions ([@B101]). The uniqueness of anger among emotions has already been proposed by [@B60]; see [@B136] for similar considerations), who stressed both its nature of evolutionarily important sign for action (its purpose is to prepare the organism for conflict) and its increased likelihood to be appreciated by the perceiver (its greater intensity on the right rather than the left hemiface enhances its impact on the hemisphere more dominant in emotion processing). In the same vein, it is not surprising that more anxious individuals exhibit a greater leftward bias compared to less anxious ones ([@B52]; [@B64]; [@B128]; [@B13]), and therefore an interesting experimental question is whether the former also show greater attention toward the right limbs of human bodies compared to the latter.

We would like to remark that the advantages of lateralization for emotion processing discussed in this section are in agreement with previous suggestions (e.g., [@B125]) that (i) the lateralization of cerebral functions enhances cognitive capacity and efficiency (a positive correlation existing between the leftward bias for emotion perception and performance in emotion discrimination), and (ii) the alignment of the direction of behavioral asymmetries at the population level emerges, as an evolutionary stable strategy, under social pressures (the leftward bias for emotion processing being credited to the advantage of monitoring others' emotional states and their dominant hand within the same hemisphere).

COUPLING BETWEEN FACE AND BODY PROCESSING
=========================================

Our proposal that the leftward bias for faces might be associated with a similar bias for bodies is supported by several analogies between face and body processing, including the importance of configural information, the inversion effect affecting both categories (e.g., [@B104]), and embodied experience, humans being able to move both faces and bodies ([@B116]). On the other hand, face and body representations are likely to differ at least to some extent (e.g., [@B117]). Moreover, although both face and body processing develop early in infancy, there is some evidence that face expertise may precede body expertise ([@B53]; [@B115]). A possible account for such a differential development is that the earliest social experiences between infants and caregivers involve a face to face interaction, so that infants are exposed more often to faces than to whole bodies. Surely, face and body representations interact reciprocally ([@B126]; [@B139]; [@B3]) and also induce similar responses ([@B118]).

At the neural level, the same area, the right fusiform gyrus, contains representations for both faces ([@B63]) and bodies ([@B93]). Although largely overlapping ([@B93]), the fusiform face and body areas (FFA, FBA) turned out not to be identical ([@B113]; [@B95]). Given that the magnitude of the asymmetry of the FFA strongly correlates with leftward asymmetries in face perception ([@B140]), the existence of a similar association between FBA and perceptual and attentional asymmetries toward the right side of human bodies deserves investigation. Moreover, whereas the size and selectivity of the rFFA increase with age ([@B4]; [@B43]; [@B112]; [@B94]), matching the developmental trend of face-related configural processing and leftward bias, those of the rFBA do not differ between children and adults, this region not showing any development beyond the age of 7 years ([@B94]). Thus, given that the age-related increase of the leftward bias for faces can be explained also in terms of the mere maturation of the biological substrate, it could be investigated whether an age-dependent increase in the attention allocated to the right side of human bodies exists and, if so, whether it pre-exists that observed for faces. According to [@B94], a possible account for the differential development of rFFA and rFBA is that young children, when not looking up, usually observe the bodies rather than the faces of older (and thus taller) individuals, whereas adults are more likely to observe the faces of other individuals. For the same reason, the dominant hand might be associated earlier to the right side of bodies rather than of faces, which could contribute to explain why the rFBA reaches adult size before the rFFA. The FFA is also more right-lateralized in right-handers than in left-handers ([@B133]), in line with the weaker left face bias observed in left-handers. Although less consistent, similar effects of handedness have been reported for the FBA ([@B133]), which could be linked to the weaker bias toward the right side of bodies observed in left-handers ([@B40]; [@B82],[@B83], 2013).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
================================

Although different adaptive reasons have been proposed for the evolution of human right-handedness ([@B24]), the adaptive functions of the left face bias, as well as, broadly speaking, perceptual, and attentional asymmetries, have not received the same consideration. The present article attempts to provide a contribution in this direction, suggesting several research questions. The first prediction derived from our hypothesis is that the intensities of the leftward bias for faces and for bodies should be correlated. The leftward bias for bodies could also be modulated by the same factors affecting the leftward bias for faces, such as maternal cradling preference, age, anxiety, emotional context (for example, the presentation of angry faces or voices should increase the bias), configural processing (the bias should be reduced by inversion), and so on.

Moreover, a major topic of investigation should be the effect of experience with right-handed individuals in inducing leftward biases (for both faces and bodies). For example, it could be expected that the bias would be stronger for faces and bodies of highly familiar right-handed individuals than for faces and bodies of unfamiliar individuals. In the same respect, the discovery that dogs show a selective left face bias for human faces ([@B46]) offers an interesting opportunity to investigate the role of experience also in a nonhuman species. Specifically, it could be tested whether the bias is weakened, or even reversed, in dogs that have interacted mainly with left-handed individuals (i.e., owners, breeders, trainers). Such a study would provide useful information on the contribution of sensory experience in the manifestation and perhaps even in the origin of a perceptual asymmetry whose existence is known since several decades in human beings, but that has recently been observed also in other species.

Finally, an important field of study could address the topic of leftward biases in individuals with autism, who exhibit deficits in social communication ([@B69]) and emotion recognition from both faces and bodies ([@B98]), as well as in inferring others' complex mental states from faces and particularly by eyes ([@B7]). These individuals are known to show impaired configural processing ([@B8]) and an absent ([@B33]) -- or at least delayed ([@B120]) -- perceptual bias for the left side of faces. Given the link between face and body representations, it should be investigated whether in this population the reduced leftward bias for faces is coupled with a reduced leftward bias for bodies, just as a reduced face-inversion effect ([@B54]; [@B119]) is coupled with a reduced body inversion effect ([@B103]). Moreover, it would be interesting to examine whether action imitation deficits of individual with autism are positively related to non-right-handedness and negatively related to leftward biases toward faces and bodies. If so, a reduced attention toward the right side of human bodies could be responsible for the abnormal pattern of behavioral asymmetries in the autistic disorder, endorsing once again the role of body representations in social cognition.
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